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In brief

The Davis Tax Committee (the "DTC") has released its First Interim Report on Mining (the "First

Interim Report") for public comment. The report undertakes a review of the current mining

(excluding oil and gas) income tax and royalty tax system and makes recommendations with regard to

the reform thereof. The First Interim Report on Mining is provisional and is intended as a tool for

engaging with stakeholders before final recommendations are made.

The establishment of the DTC was announced in February 2013 and the terms of reference (“TOR”)

therefor tasked the DTC with evaluating the South African tax system taking into account the South

African Government’s long term objectives, international tax trends, principles and practices. The DTC

is divided into various working streams which have different focus areas. The TOR requires the

committee to submit interim reports and a final report. The First Interim Report on Mining

concentrates on traditional mining excluding oil and gas which will be dealt with in a separate report

to be released at a later stage.

In detail

The recommendations of the

DTC in terms of the First

Interim Report on Mining are

as follows:

1. The mining tax rate to

remain the same as the

non-mining tax rate.

2. The mining corporate

income tax regime be

aligned with the non-

mining income tax regime

leaving the royalty system

to respond to the non-

renewable nature of

mineral resources.

3. The up-front capital

expenditure write-off

regime be discontinued

and replaced with an

accelerated capital

depreciation in parity with

the manufacturing

industry's write off period

of 40/20/20/20. The

capital expenditure should

be written off from the

date on which expenditure

is incurred as opposed to

when it is brought into use.

4. The capital expenditure

ring fences be removed.

SARS’ preliminary

estimate of the cost to the

Fiscus of removing the ring

fences is R903million

although SARS intends

undertaking a more

extensive study. The

timing of the removal of

the ring fences will be

deferred to Treasury to

determine what the

country can afford. A more

conclusive finding will be

presented in the final

Mining Tax Report.

5. The gold mining formula

be retained for existing

gold mines only and

should not apply to newly

established gold mines.

The retention of the gold

mining formula for

existing mines will require

the retention of the capital

expenditure ring fences

where the gold formula

subsists. Alternatively, as

these recommendations

may raise neutrality issues,

it is recommended that the

gold mining formula be

phased out for all mines.
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6. Additional capital allowances

available to gold mines be

phased out. In doing so,

restrictions on the deduction of

interest expenditure should be

deleted.

7. A template contract mining

contract be devised to ensure

that the contract miner

conducts mining on behalf of

its principal as opposed to on

an independent contract

mining basis (the contract

terms must ensure that mining

activities remain firmly with the

principal). According to the

DTC the contract miner would

be able to claim a

manufacturing tax allowance.

This would however be a moot

point if the recommendations

of the DTC towards the

equalisation of the write-off

regimes for mining and

manufacturing are

implemented. It would be

interesting to understand how

the DTC envisages the

treatment of contract miners in

circumstances where a mine is

sold and the purchaser is

required to contract mine until

such time as approval for the

transfer of the mining right is

granted.

8. New tax instruments such as

windfall taxes, rent resource

taxes, surcharges based on cash

flows, separate royalty charges

and export taxes are not

necessary. The mineral royalty

charge is sufficient and should

be given a chance to prove

itself.

9. The current royalty regime

should be retained. Various

aspects of the mineral royalty

regime however need to be

clarified and improved,

particularly with regard to the

following aspects:

9.1. the determination of EBIT

and gross sales;

9.2. the schedules need to be

examined for the purpose

of realigning aspects of

design and construction

which depart from the

original intention of the

legislation;

9.3. the mismatch between

conditions specified and

actual mineral purities;

9.4. the exclusion of certain

mineral resources from the

schedules, for example

stone and aggregates;

9.5. the transfer point of the

mineral royalty;

9.6. the claiming of capital

expenditure in

determining EBIT in the

event that the

recommendations

pertaining to the removal

of the upfront capital

expenditure allowance and

replacement thereof with

an allowance on a

40/20/2o/20 basis are

accepted.

10. Certain regulatory

impediments are more likely to

deter greenfield investment

rather than the tax incentives.

Accordingly, non-tax measures

need to be put in place to

encourage greenfield

exploration.

11. Capital allowances for costs

relating to mining rights will be

further investigated and the

findings presented in the final

Mining Tax Report.

12. Expenditure incurred in terms

of a Social and Labour Plan

(“SLP”) including

infrastructure costs be allowed

as a deduction for tax purposes

even if such expenditure

benefits the communities at

large and not just the direct

employees. Community

expenditure incurred outside

the SLP should be channelled

through Public Benefit

Organisation (“PBO”) system.

13. The direct channelling of

royalties directly to mining

communities is not

recommended.

14. Conflicts between the various

mining legislation and mining

tax legislation should be

resolved.

15. The removal of section 37 of the

Income Tax Act, 1962 which

provides for the calculation of

capital expenditure on the

disposal of mining property in

the hands of the seller and the

purchaser, with a view to

bringing mining asset

recoupments in line with the

law applicable to non-mining

taxpayers.

Other matters dealt with in the

report but which were deferred for

discussion between other

governmental stakeholders or work

streams of the DTC included

rehabilitation funding; Acid Mine

Drainage; Carbon Tax; the review of

the diesel rebate system; and Base

Erosion and Profit-Shifting

(“BEPS”).

The full version of the First Interim

Report on Mining is available on

the DTC website at

www.taxcom.org.za and any

comments thereon are to be

submitted by 31 October 2015.
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The takeaway

It is more than likely that the

current South African tax regime

applicable to mining companies will

change. For this reason, it is of the

utmost importance for all mining

companies to keep abreast of the

recommendations made by the DTC

in order to:

1) submit comments thereon

thereby ensuring a role in

shaping the future of mining

tax in South Africa to the fullest

extent possible and

2) fully understand the impact of

any proposed changes to the

mining tax regime on their

business.

Let’s talk

For a more indepth discussion as to what impact the DTC recommendations as per the First Interim Report on Mining

may have on your business please contact:

Gert Meiring Laetitia Le Roux Julie Pousson

+27 (11) 797 5506 +27 (11) 797 5429 +27 (11) +27 (11) 797 4062

gert.meiring@za.pwc.com laetitia.le.roux@za.pwc.com julie.pousson@za.pwc.com
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